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Abstract—Small spacecraft are more highly resource-constrained
by mass, power, volume, delivery timelines, and financial cost
relative to their larger counterparts. Small spacecraft are operationally challenging because subsystem functions are coupled
and constrained by the limited available commodities (e.g. data,
energy, and access times to ground resources). Furthermore, additional operational complexities arise because small spacecraft
components are physically integrated, which may yield thermal
or radio frequency interference.
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In this paper, we extend our initial Model Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) framework developed for a small spacecraft
mission by demonstrating the ability to model different behaviors and scenarios.
We integrate several simulation tools to execute SysML-based
behavior models, including subsystem functions and internal
states of the spacecraft. We demonstrate utility of this approach
to drive the system analysis and design process. We demonstrate
applicability of the simulation environment to capture realistic
spacecraft operational scenarios, which include energy collection, the data acquisition, and downloading to ground stations.
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1. I NTRODUCTION
MBSE Applied to CubeSats

The integrated modeling environment enables users to extract
feasibility, performance, and robustness metrics. This enables
visualization of both the physical states (e.g. position, attitude)
and functional states (e.g. operating points of various subsystems) of the spacecraft for representative mission scenarios.

This paper extends the work reported in our 2012 IEEE
Aerospace conference paper [1], which reported on using
Model Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) and the Systems
Modeling Language (SysML) to model a standard CubeSat,
and applied that model to an actual CubeSat, the Radio
Aurora Explorer (RAX) mission [2], [3].

The modeling approach presented in this paper offers spacecraft
designers and operators the opportunity to assess the feasibility
of vehicle and network parameters, as well as the feasibility of
operational schedules. This will enable future missions to benefit
from using these models throughout the full design, test, and
fly cycle. In particular, vehicle and network parameters and
schedules can be verified prior to being implemented, during
mission operations, and can also be updated in near real-time
with operational performance feedback.

A CubeSat is a type of miniaturized spacecraft with a standard form factor based on standardized cubes with a size of
103 cm3 and weighing less than one kilogram. CubeSats
typically consist of one to three cubes.
RAX is the first CubeSat funded by the National Science
Foundation (NSF) [4]. It is a space weather mission designed
to study plasma field-aligned irregularities in the ionosphere.
It has enabled undergraduate students, graduate researchers,
engineers, and scientists to be involved in the design, building, and operations of two spacecraft (RAX-1 and RAX-2).

978-1-4673-1813-6/13/$31.00 c 2013 IEEE.
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INCOSE MBSE Challenge Project
This project is a key part of the International Council on
Systems Engineering (INCOSE) MBSE Challenge project.
The Challenge project was initiated at the January 2007
INCOSE International Workshop [5]. The MBSE Roadmap,
Figure 1, was created to define the high-level, long term
vision for the maturation and acceptance of MBSE across
academia and industry.
Several MBSE Challenge teams were established to promote
MBSE, advance the state of practice, and share lessons
learned related to a diverse range of:
•

MBSE applications

•

Model scope

•

Model quality and robustness

•

Modeling standards

•

MBSE process, methods, tools, and training

•

MagicDraw

•

Cameo Simulation Tool Kit

•

ParaMagic

•

Systems Tool Kit

•

PHX Model Center

•

MATLAB

We have built analysis models that analyzes the RAX system
model to analyze:
•

Communication subsystem signal to noise ratio

•

Solar energy collection and subsystem power consumption

•

Activity flow including behaviors and interactions

2. MBSE

AND

S YS ML

MBSE is the formalized application of modeling to support
system requirements, design, analysis, optimization, verification and validation, beginning in the conceptual design phase,
continuing throughout development and into later life cycle
phases including operations [7], [8].

Space Systems Challenge Team
The INCOSE Space Systems Working Group (SSWG) established the Space Systems Challenge team. The Challenge
team initially included aerospace students and professors
from Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Georgia Institute of Technology. The initial focus was on the modeling
of a hypothetical FireSat space system [6]. FireSat is a low
Earth orbit (LEO) spacecraft for detecting, identifying, and
monitoring forest fires. This representative, however nonrealistic, textbook example was used in order to sidestep
the challenges of working with International Traffic in Arms
Regulations (ITAR) in an international collaboration. This
space system is used as an example in the widely used
and accepted Space Mission Analysis and Design (SMAD)
textbook [6]. Much was learned from modeling FireSat.

One of the goals of MBSE is to transform the application
of systems engineering by integrating information communication and analysis of systems engineering products. This
goal is simply not possible in the current document-centric
enterprise and thus we intend to replace it with a model-based
approach.
Our application of MBSE uses SysML as the modeling
language for formally describing and specifying the system.
SysML is a graphical modeling language for modeling systems. It is used to specify, analyze, design, optimize, and
verify systems and their hardware and software components.
SysML was developed by INCOSE and the Object Management Group (OMG) [9].

Our follow-on CubeSat project was initiated in April 2011 to
model an actual space system, a standard CubeSat, with the
RAX spacecraft being the point design.
The team now includes University of Michigan Aerospace
graduate students and a departmental professor; the INCOSE
SSWG, including engineers from NASAs Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and from modeling and simulation tool vendors
InterCAX, Phoenix Integration and Analytical Graphics, Incorporated.

Figure 2 illustrates the SysML diagram types. A system is
described in terms of:
• Structural models illustrating the constituent elements of a
system and their connections (using block diagrams).

Behavioral activity and state models describing operational behaviors.
•

The collaborative environment includes a CubeSat - MBSE
Google group, a MBSE Google documents collection, a
No Magic Teamwork server for SysML modeling, and biweekly/weekly Web conferencing.

Parametrics definitions for operational constraints and
acausal behaviors specified by values and/or equations.
•

Advancement and Demonstration of MBSE State of Practice

Requirements text based requirements in the model that
can be traced to design, analysis, and verification elements.
•

Our Challenge team and project was created to assess, advance, and demonstrate the application of MBSE to a realistic
mission in the space systems domain.

SysML is used to formally specify all aspects of a system
either directly or by interfacing with other models. It enables
systems engineers to create and evolve models in an integrated, collaborative, and scalable environment. It enables
building models that can be used in early design stages that
can support specification and design updates. Using models
to define, develop, and ultimately operate a system is known
as “Develop With What You Fly With” (DWWYFW) [8].

We are developing a SysML modeling framework and Model
Based Engineering Environment for developing CubeSat
models. The models formally describe the RAX mission
using a domain specific extension of SysML made especially
for CubeSat modeling. This environment incorporates several
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) tools:
2
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Figure 1. MBSE Roadmap
explore the complete design space [6]. Furthermore, ad-hoc
and often unverified approaches are used to combine multiple
simulation environments that often critical neglect elements
of the mission dynamics. Designing the spacecraft at an early
development stage and neglecting key operational parameters
(because they are often unknown or not modeled)can be
problematic because decisions made in early design stages
can have a significant impact on mission operations. For
example, if a battery is sized prior to performing operational
simulations, it may be of insufficient capacity to sustain the
spacecraft throughout extended eclipse durations and thus
the spacecraft may not be able to satisfy mission operations
requirements.

Figure 3 illustrates that the MBSE environment is an integration of modeling tools and design tools along with viewing
and report generation tools. This integration facilitates the
analysis of alternative design models, and supports robust
design optimization.
The ability to integrate, collaborate, and scale is centered
around having a model repository. The repository is an
information resource that is accessible through basic webbased technologies in addition to desktop applications. A
variety of model editors can be integrated with such a repository, enabling engineers of all disciplines to collaborate.
This integration is facilitated by the use of standard SysML
approaches. Using Internet technologies to implement this
approach provides a nearly unlimited ability to scale.

MBSE Approach to CubeSat Design
Our 2012 IEEE Aerospace conference paper delineated the
CubeSat modeling objectives [1].

3. C UBE S ATS

The current modeling effort is well under way, and we have
accomplished many of the early work objectives. Our overall
plan is to develop a CubeSat model development kit for the
CubeSat community that will include (some of which have
already been accomplished):

CubeSats are a type of low-cost, standardized nanospacecraft
that consists of one or more units (Us). A 1U is a cube 10 cm3
on a side and approximately 1 kg [10]. These small spacecraft
are typically launched as secondary payloads. They have enabled the university community to design, build, and launch
spacecraft using primarily COTS components. More recently,
the worldwide community has adopted the CubeSat standard
as a means of performing novel scientific, surveillance, and
technology demonstration missions at significantly reduced
cost and with short development timelines.

A CubeSat meta-model describing CubeSat specific concepts and a modeling framework. The framework provides
SysML structural and behavior models for the:
•

– Mission:
∗ Mission elements which are systems that achieve the
mission objective

Current Approach to CubeSat Design
The current approach to design vehicles and perform operational planning for CubeSat missions is largely intuitionbased, and often relies on simplified trade-studies that do not

∗ Mission environment, e.g. space particles and fields as
well as Earths atmosphere layers and magnetic fields
3
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Figure 3. Model-Based Engineering Environment
Sat SysML models with a diversity of COTS modeling,
analysis, and visualization tools. These tools can be used
to extract the necessary information to solve a problem or
analyze a relevant part of the system and then integrate the
information/solution back into the mission specification. For
example, an optimization algorithm may have as inputs the
spacecraft position and opportunities to collect energy and
data and output an operational schedule that can be interfaced
with the exectue SysML model.

– Flight system
– Ground system
An example CubeSat model that existing and future teams
can use as a template for describing and modeling their
own spacecraft, optimizing spacecraft design, and evaluating
mission operations.
•

•

The model will enable verification that design updates comply with mission requirements. The model also helps effectively communicate design updates to all engineers working
on the mission.

The model will include:

– The entire spacecraft mission including flight system,
ground system, and targets of interest

Ultimately the models will be used by mission operators
to evaluate mission plans, generate schedules, and generate
operational strategies that considering dynamic states such as
spacecraft position, attitude, on-board energy, data, and thermal states. This is of paramount importance when responding
to spacecraft component degradation and anomalies.

– Key spacecraft structural components, including systems,
subsystems, and components and their interfaces
– Key spacecraft system and subsystem behaviors
– Key spacecraft constraints and measures of effectiveness
The model will provide the techniques to interface Cube4

4. M ODEL -BASED E NGINEERING
E NVIRONMENT

the workflow, automatically transferring data between the
simulators. Users are able to execute multi-run studies by
employing a rich set of trade study algorithms, optimization
tools, and reliability analysis. PHX ModelCenter can also be
used to execute parametric models developed in MBSE tools
like MagicDraw and Rhapsody, enabling the user to evaluate
performance and verify requirements throughout the design
process.

A key capability of a so-called model-based engineering environment is the integration of modeling applications, repositories, and analysis applications. Figure 3 illustrates such a
representative environment, which enables us to analyze and
optimize system performance. The simulation environment
brings to life the models described in the previous section,
where various aspects of the system model, such as parametrics, activities, and state machines, can be executed.

This diverse set of modeling and analysis applications covers a broad range of capability for building and analyzing
models with a particular emphasis on model and analysis
integration. This integration capability is key to building a
scalable model-based engineering environment that can support the full life-cycle of MBSE on a spacecraft development
program.

Conventional approaches for small spacecraft design and
operational planning often consist of simulators that are
“hacked” together in an ad-hoc manner, or require manual
and time-consuming tasks to pass information between simulators. Unlike these approaches, our simulation environment
supports the automated flow of information between simulators, enabling users to easily evaluate different design configurations or reconfigure the analysis for different mission
scenarios in a rapid and convenient way.

Several diverse tools were used to demonstrate how diverse
tools could be integrated into a common framework. Note
that a different or smaller set of simulation or calculation tools
could be utilized to accomplish similar goals.

Next we list and describe the modeling and analysis applications in our MBSE environment that are used to develop and
execute models:

5. RAX C UBE S AT M ISSION
Mission Description
RAX is a space weather mission designed to study plasma
field-aligned irregularities in the ionosphere [2], [3]. RAX
performs experiments using a bi-static radar configuration
which utilizes a high-powered ground-based radar station.
The primary station is PFISR, located in Poker Flat, Alaska,
as shown in Figure 4. The ground-based radar sends a
high- powered signal that reflects off the irregularities and
are measured by RAX. Highly accurate on-board timing and
position is provided by a GPS receiver, which are required to
satisfy the mission requirements. Rough timing is provided
by on-board clocks and rough position knowledge is provided
by ground-based tracking systems, which is necessary for
operations not related to science experiments.

MagicDraw R from No Magic is a graphical SysML modeling tool that enables the analysis and design of systems
using standardized databases
•

Cameo Simulation Toolkit R (CST) from No Magic is an
orchestrated heterogeneous simulation environment. CST integrates fUML, SCXML, and the Java math engine ot provide
a coordinated analysis of a SysML model. It enables different
MBSE behavioral models such as SysML State Machines and
Activity Diagrams to be executed within MagicDraw.

•

STK R from Analytical Graphics, Incorporated (AGI) is a
tool that supports high fidelity simulation and visualization
of spacecraft behavior including orbital dynamics and spacecraft subsystems models for power, thermal, sensors, attitude
control, and telemetry.

•

R
• MATLAB
provides powerful numerical computing for
evaluating functions, executing algorithms, and plotting results. MATLAB can also interface with other optimization
tools and solvers.

ParaMagic R from InterCAX is a SysML parametric solver
and integrator for MagicDraw. It enables the execution
of SysML parametric models and performing system trade
studies through all stages of system development. ParaMagic
can execute mathematical constraint relationships or wrap
externally-defined models such as MATLAB/Simulink R ,
Mathematica R , or Excel. ParaMagic leverages the acausal
nature of SysML parametric relationships to execute models
in different causalities, i.e. change inputs and outputs onthe-fly. It can detect and solve complex SysML block and
parametric model structures, such as complex aggregates,
recursion, and property and constraint redefinitions in the
model hierarchy. Equivalent tools Melody R , Solvea R ,
and ParaSolver R are available for Rhapsody R , Enterprise
Architect R , and Artisan Studio R , respectively.

Figure 4. Radio Aurora Explorer (RAX) CubeSat Mission
Bistatic Radar Configuration

PHX ModelCenter R from Phoenix Integration allows
users to create and execute simulation workflows by integrating various types of simulation models, including Excel
spreadsheets, STK scenarios, and MATLAB scripts. Once a
simulation workflow is created, PHX ModelCenter executes

RAX is passively magnetically aligned with the Earth’s
magnetic field using on-board fixed magnets, as shown in
Figure 5. Spacecraft attitude oscillations are dampened with
hysteresis material. This type of attitude control system
enables RAX to have its experimental (which are also used

•

•

5

Figure 5. STK-generated schematic of RAX spacecraft with vectors pointing towards the experimental zone, Poker Flat, AK,
the sun, and along the Earth’s magnetic field.
for communication) antennas pointed towards the Earth when
it passes over the experimental zone near the North Pole.
Furthermore, the GPS antenna was installed on the spacecraft
face opposite the experimental antenna, is orientated towards
the GPS constellation during experiments, when accurate
timing and position is critical.

its logical functions is to store energy, while the physical
battery hardware implements that functionality. Developing
both logical and physical models allows the spacecraft systems engineers to clearly define the difference between the
functionality (using logical models) and the hardware that
supports this functionality (using physical models).

RAX-1 was launched in October of 2010 and RAX-2 was
launched in November of 2011. At the time of writing
(January 2013) RAX-2 is performing experiments and being
operated on a daily basis from the command station at the
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor and downloading to
ground station partners located around the world.

The focus of this paper is on the operations of the RAX
system, thus we focus on the logical models. As described
in Ref. [1], RAX has several functional subsystems, each
supporting at least one critical part of the mission or other
subsystems, which are described in Ref. [11]. The Internal
Block Diagram (IBD) shown in Figure 7 illustrates key properties and interactions of the subsystems for the RAX Logical
Flight System.

RAX SysML Model
The RAX spacecraft SysML models are based on the operational spacecraft framework developed in Ref. [1]. The
SysML representations in this section provide a visual representation of the RAX model. They describe the system
behavior and can be applied to evaluate the system using the
simulations and the performance metrics.

The Power Collection and Control subsystem is responsible
for acquiring energy by body-fixed solar panels, distributing
power to support ongoing operations, and storing excess energy for future use in an on-board battery. The On-board Data
Handling and Command Dispatcher subsystem is responsible
for dispatching commands, and managing the storage of onboard data. The Mission Data Handling subsystem is responsible for processing, compressing, deleting, and filtering
data for the spacecraft payload (e.g. scientific payload).
The Communication subsystem receives commands from
the ground command station in Ann Arbor and downloads
data to its globally distributed ground station network. The
Attitude Determination and Control, Thermal Determination
and Control, Structures and Mechanism subsystems are selfexplanatory, and are passive for the RAX spacecraft (i.e. are
not active).

Figure 6 shows the RAX Block Definition Diagram (BDD)
consisting of the RAX Launch System, RAX Environment,
and RAX Mission. The majority of this paper focuses on
the RAX Mission. However; the RAX Launch System and
RAX Environment are also important to capture the complete
system.
The RAX Mission model consists of both logical and physical models. The logical models consider the operations of
the system while the physical models consider the physical
components. The decomposition strategy is typically used by
CubeSat designers to separate functionality into subsystems
that correspond to logical concepts. For the CubeSat model,
logical subsystem models describe the different concepts
required to define the desired behavior of the system. The
physical models specify the hardware and software that realize the logical design. For an example of this physical/logical
model distinction, consider the Power subsystem. One of

6. A NALYTICAL M ODEL

AND

R ESULTS

We use the system model for a variety of analysis applications, which include those listed below and are illustrated in
Figure 8.
•

6

Communication Download Analysis

Figure 6. RAX Mission represented in a SysML Block Definition Diagram (BDD)

Figure 7. RAX Mission key properties represented in a SysML Internal Block Diagram (IBD) with Subsystems and
Interactions

•

Power Analysis

•

Mission System Activity Analysis

of ground stations (Ground Network block), atmosphere
(Atmosphere block), and the spacecraft trajectory (Orbital
Elements block).
Figure 10 shows the SysML parametric model for the
SNR Analysis block. The parametric model shows the link
equation (calcSNR constraint property) which relates the
SNR analysis variable to the system design variables specific
to the communication subsystem, ground stations, atmosphere, and spacecraft trajectory. The parametric model also
shows the space loss equation (calcLS constraint property)
that relates the space loss (Ls ) to propagation path distance
(Lp ). These equations are represented in log form according
to industry practice.

Communication Download Analysis
Due to the importance and challenges of designing operating
a communication subsystem for a small spacecraft, we provide a detailed view of the communication subsystem in this
section. The SysML model presented in this section is based
on the model in Ref. [11].
The main purpose of the communication subsystem is to
download data from the spacecraft to ground stations. In
this example, we assume there is a single ground station. To
evaluate the communication subsystem, we are interested in
analyzing the signal-to-noise ratio, SNR, of the communication link between the spacecraft communication subsystem
and the ground station.

SysML parametrics are acausal in nature. The mathematical
constraints in the parametric model are represented in a
declarative manner, which implies that there are no fixed
inputs and outputs specified at the parametric model level.
The same parametric model can be solved with different
combinations of inputs and outputs such as y = kx and where
we solve for y given x and k. Or x = y/k where we solve for
x given y and k. We can solve the equations with different
combination of dependent and independent variables.

The SNR must exceed some minimum level, SNRmin , to
ensure a given error rate is achieved.
The SNR Analysis block in Figure 9 represents the communication link that we are evaluating. The link equation
used for the analysis uses design variables that belong to the
communication subsystem (Communication block), network

ParaMagic leverages the SysML standard to execute parametric models in the context of block instances, where each
7
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Figure 8. RAX Models and Simulations as related to various analysis/simulation tools
instance represents a specific design alternative, configuration, or scenario. ParaMagic can be used to execute a given
parametric model for different causalities, such that input and
output variables can be switched on-the-fly.

Figure 11 shows the SysML instance structure (block definition diagram) for an analysis of a specific design configuration with specific values of the properties. Figure 12 shows
the ParaMagic browser for Analysis Scenario 1. As shown in
the figure, all of the value properties have assigned values
except for SNR and Ls . SNR is assigned target causality
as the value of interest for Analysis Scenario 1 and Ls is
left with undefined causality which means it will be solved
only if necessary to the solve for the specific target value.
Figure 12 shows the solved value of SNR (in the box). In this
example, SNRmin = 13 dB, which is acceptable and therefore
the power allotted in the design is sufficient for the specified
data download rate and acceptable error rate. The Update to
SysML button at the right of the browser allows the user to
update the solved values in response to the specific model and
diagram.

The intent of this analysis is to use the given parametric model
in three different analysis scenarios:

• Analysis Scenario 1: Given the data download rate (rdl )
and the available power (pdl ), compute the maximum feasible
SNR for the communication link.
• Analysis Scenario 2: Given the data download rate (rdl )
and the desired SNR, compute the minimum feasible power
required (pdl ).

Figure 13 shows the ParaMagic browser for Analysis Scenarios 2 and 3 (note the corresponding SysML instance structure
is not shown). It shows that SNR has been assigned given

Analysis Scenario 3: Given the available power (pdl ) and
the desired SNR, compute the maximum feasible data download rate (r dl) that can be achieved.
•

8

bdd [Package] Analysis [ SNR Analysis ]

Analysis

System Design Elements

˙block¨
SNR Analysis

˙block¨
comm Communication
p_dl : W
r_dl : bit/s

˙block¨
Atmosphere

constraints

calcLs : Compute L_s
calcSNR : Compute SNR

values

L_a : dB

values

c : m/s = 300000000
f : Hz = 437E6
k : J/K = 1.3806503E-23
SNR : dB

values

atm

radio

antenna

˙block¨
UHF Radio

orb
˙block¨
Orbital Elements (TLE)

˙block¨
Antenna

values

values

L_l : dB

values

G_t : dBi

L_p : km
L_s : dBW
net

˙block¨
RAX Ground Network
values

T_s : K
gs1
˙block¨
GS1
values

G_r : dBi

Figure 9. SysML Block Definition Diagram (BDD) illustrating the SNR Analysis model
them using if-else branches, loops, and other flowchart-like
constructs (using PHX ModelCenter). The graphical link
editor is used to specify what data is passed between applications when we execute the model. Through a graphical
user interface, accessible from within the MBSE tool or
PHX ModelCenter, we execute the PHX ModelCenter model
defined by a SysML parametric diagram.

causality and value 13, equal to SNRmin . For Analysis Scenario 2 (LHS), the power required for download pdl is computed given the minimum acceptable SNR and data download
rate. For Analysis Scenario 3 (RHS), the data download rate
r dl is computed given the minimum acceptable SNR and
available power.
Power Analysis
To capture realistic power scenarios, we have developed a
simulation that consists of simulations and analysis components from STK, SysML, and MATLAB. PHX ModelCenter
acts as the glue that ties them together. We model dynamic
orbits, opportunities to collect energy and download data,
realistic schedules. We use the model to investigate the time
history of the spacecraft states, including the on-board energy
and data, and the amount of downloaded data.

This simulation environment enables us to evaluate design
configurations, perform trade studies, and check requirements
compliance. Analysis can also be automatically re-run with
updated the parameter values.
We execute the power scenario in Figure 14 using the simulation workflow created in PHX ModelCenter, which automatically executes the workflow as many times as necessary,
utilizing parallel computing resources as needed. When instructed, each component is executed automatically, transferring information between components. Using the simulation
environment described above, we can perform parametric
studies and use the multi-dimensional data visualization tools
in PHX ModelCenter to interpret and analyze the results.

We created a workflow for an example RAX mission scenario, which includes data and energy collection, on-board
operations, and data download over a specified ground station. The simulation is executed during a specified scenario
time. The state dynamics are a function of performed operations, including nominal, payload, and download operations,
and available energy collection from the sun. We implement
the RAX-specific scenario by combing the MagicDraw parametric model in Figure 14 with an orbital scenario from STK
and custom analysis MATLAB scripts using PHX ModelCenter, as shown in Figure 15.

Mission System Activity Analysis
CAMEO Simulation Toolkit (CST) was used to analyze the
RAX behavior and interactions. Simulation in this context means to execute the model so that the RAX System
interactions and behaviors can be studied. A model is a
simplified representation of the actual system (in this case
RAX), thus creating a model that allows for useful simulation
and analysis is an iterative process.

The simulation is a workflow that is created graphically by
dragging and dropping reusable components and combining
9

par [Block] SNR Analysis [ SNR Analysis ]
comm : Communication
radio : UHF Radio

antenna : Antenna

L_l : dB
p_dl : W

e5

G_t : dBi

r_dl : bit/s

e4

e3

e10

L_l : dB

p_dl : W
r_dl : bit/s
G_t : dBi
˙constraint¨
calcSNR : Compute SNR
{SNR=10*log(10,p_dl)+G_t+G_r+L_l+L_s+L_a-10*log(10,k)-10*log(10,T_s)-10*log(10,r_dl)}
k : J/K

e8

k : J/K

T_s : K
e6

e9

SNR : dB

G_r : dBi
e7

net : RAX Ground Network
gs1 : GS1
T_s : K

L_a : dB
e1
atm : Atmosphere
L_a : dB

SNR : dB

L_s : dBW
e2
orb : Orbital Elements (TLE)
L_s : dBW

L_p : km

G_r : dBi
e13

e14

L_s : dBW
SNR=10*log(10,p_dl)+G_t+G_r+L_l+L_s+L_a-10
*log(10,k)-10*log(10,T_s)-10*log(10,r_dl)

L_p : km
c : m/s
˙constraint¨
calcLs : Compute L_s
{L_s=20*log(10,(c/(4*pi*1E3*L_p*f)))}

e12

c : m/s

e11 f : Hz

is the log form of
f : Hz
SNR=(p_dl*G_t*G_r*L_l*L_s*L_a)/(k*T_s*r_dl)

Figure 10. SysML parametric diagram showing the SNR Analysis link budget model
CST enables the user to execute and animate state machines
and activity models. The sequence of steps to execute CST
is to run a simulation, view the behavior by the model, and
update the design appropriately if the behavior needs to be
modified. CST functionality also supports verification and
validation of the system.

have line-of-sight visibility and when the energetic activity in
the ionosphere is predicted to exceed some minimum value.
The upload command consists of sending a signal from the
control ground station, which traverses the Flight-Ground
Interface, and is (with successful transmission) received by
the OBC. The OBC has timing knowledge (with an onboard clock) and can dispatch the command information to
the appropriate subsystems when a command approaches
execution time.

The Mission Operations System (MOS) consists of the hardware, software, procedures, and personnel that control the
Flight System and supports analysis of the Flight System
behavior. The MOS operation team generates sets of commands that are executed on-board the Flight System. For
RAX the On-Board Computer (OBC) is the main handler
for processing commands and sending them to the relevant
subsystems for execution. This process was simulated in the
RAX Model as described below.

Figure 17 shows the relevant states related to the Main Flight
Computer . In this example, the Command Processing State
has underlying behavior for dispatching commands.
Figure 18 depicts the behavior that the OBC performs in
order to analyze command files sent from the ground. In this
snippet of the process, the OBC determines what subsystem
is being affected and whether or not this subsystem is entering
upload or download mode. Once the determination is made,
the OBC sends the final signal data to the Communications
Subsystem, shown in Figure 19.

Figure 16 shows the interface between the RAX Flight System and the RAX Ground System. The sets of commands
are uploaded to the Flight System and provide the schedule,
which includes when and how to perform an experiment and
download data. For the RAX spacecraft, the experiment times
are a function of when the spacecraft and target of interest
10

bdd [Package] SNR Instance [ Instance of the SNR Analysis ]

Analysis

System Design Elements

˙block¨
sNR Analysis : SNR Analysis

atm = sNR Analysis.atm
c = "300000000" {unit = metrePerSecond }
comm = sNR Analysis.comm
f = "437E6"{unit = hertz}
k = 1.3806503E-23
net = sNR Analysis.net
orb = sNR Analysis.orb
SNR = ""

˙block¨
sNR Analysis.orb : Orbital Elements (TLE)

˙block¨
sNR Analysis.comm : Communication

antenna = sNR Analysis.comm.antenna
p_dl = "1.0"{unit = watt}
radio = sNR Analysis.comm.radio
r_dl = "9600.0"

L_p = "3336.0"
L_s = ""

˙block¨
sNR Analysis.atm : Atmosphere

L_a = "0.0"

˙block¨
sNR Analysis.comm.radio : UHF Radio

L_l = "-1.0"
˙block¨
sNR Analysis.net : RAX Ground Network

gs1 = sNR Analysis.net.gs1
T_s = "325.0"{unit = kelvin }

˙block¨
sNR Analysis.comm.antenna : Antenna

G_t = "3.0"

˙block¨
sNR Analysis.net.gs1 : GS1

G_r = "13.0"

Figure 11. SysML BDD illustrating the instance structure setup for Scenario 1

Figure 12. ParaMagic Browser showing results for Analysis Scenario 1
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Figure 13. ParaMagic Browser showing results for Analysis Scenarios 2 and 3

Figure 14. Parametric Diagram showing RAX Power Scenario in MagicDraw
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Figure 15. RAX Power Scenario in PHX ModelCenter integrated with STK and MATLAB as projected from the SysML
model
The role of the systems engineer is to understand all parts
of the system in order to describe how the complete system
functions. Unlike traditional requirements-based approaches
using declarative ”shall statements”, the formalized descriptive language of SysML is not only human readable, but also
allows for machines to read and interpret the description. This
capability allows for the integration of seemingly disparate
analysis tools (e.g. MATLAB, STK, Excel, Mathematica)
into an integrated modeling environment.

In Figure 19, the states for the Communication Subsystem
are shown. Nominally the system is in the beaconing mode,
but once a signal is received from the Main Flight Computer
that indicates when the Flight System is uploading or downloading data, the Communication subsystem transitions to the
relevant state.
Using CST for this analysis allows for the interfaces to the
different systems of the RAX Mission System to be analyzed
and the actual information exchange between systems to be
depicted and tested. The expected behavior as well as onflight observed behavior can be compared to what the model
predicts. If a model is developed in the early phases of the
mission, these types of simulations will allow for verification
and validation of the mission software and interfaces throughout the development lifecycle.

We developed the MBSE simulation environment presented
in this paper using a modular approach, which enabled easy
growth of the model and multiple modelers to simultaneously
contribute to the model. We first identified key framework
elements, such as the subsystems, states, and their interactions. The framework is thus easily extended to include
additional modeling elements, higher fidelity simulators, or
more interactions between the components.

7. C ONCLUSION

All modeling elements were introduced in the context of
building or executing an analysis or simulation, which ensured they were required and minimized the overall complexity of the model. We also integrated existing software code
into the simulator. A variety of modelers with different levels
of expertise (ranging from beginner to expert SysML user)
contributed to the model. Beginners found the learning curve
reasonable, as they were building off the work of the experts
and thus learning as they contributed. Beginners found
working with SysML easier if they had experience with the
CubeSat mission itself or other tools that were incorporated
into the framework (e.g. STK, MATLAB).

Summary
The RAX model described in this paper demonstrates the
utility and advantages of using a standards-based approach
for modeling the system design and analysis using a ”Develop
With What You Fly With” (DWWYFW) philosophy. The
SysML BDD and IBD diagram structures are the foundations
that establish the fundamental relationships and interfaces
between the system components. Going beyond traditional
static system representations, we add parametric diagrams to
enable interactive analysis of the design based on established
physical principles (e.g. communications link margin, power
constraints). Furthermore, time evolution of our system
allows the analysis of the dynamic nature of the various flight
and ground system states. These states are defined in the State
Machine diagrams. Block representation, parameterization,
and state definition all serve as the glue that ties the system
together, and provides the framework for integrating the
design model with the analytical models.

Lessons Learned: Challenges and Successes
Throughout the development of the models and simulations in
this paper, we have experienced several lessons learned that
are listed below:
We were able to extract time-dependent parameters in
PHX ModelCenter using a specific post-processing script and
•
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Figure 16. Composite diagram showing parts and behaviors of RAX Flight System

stm [State Machine] Main Flight Computer[

Main Flight Computer ]

Diagram name

Main Flight Computer

Documentation Louise.Anderson@jpl.nasa.gov

Command Processing

End

Prepare
for
Uplink

Download Data

Mission Data
Uplink

Mission Data Download
do / Flight Computer Send Data

Figure 17. Main Flight Computer State Machine
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act [Activity] Dispatch Commands [

Dispatch Commands ]

Flight Software
Command Handler
Command

Command.SubSystem() = Communications

SubSystem?

Uplink/Downlink?

Command.Link()=Uplink

Command.Link()=Downlink

Spacecraft
Uploading Data

Spacecraft
Downloading Data

Figure 18. Activity Diagram for the On-Board Computer (OBC) Dispatch Commands Behavior
stm [State Machine] Communication [

Communication ]

Beacon

Spacecraft
Downloading
Data

Spacecraft
Uploading
Data

Spacecraft
Nominal

Spacecraft
Nominal

Upload

High rate Download

Figure 19. Communication Subsystem State Machine
vendor support. This was a great advantage for executing the
dynamic power system scenario.

MagicDraw. Thus, creating and testing the integration of
models can be time consuming and inefficient.

We were able to set up and execute SNR analyses for
the Communication subsystem for different scenarios using
ParaMagic. This enabled us to set up the parametric model
once and execute it for different causalities, e.g. computing
SNR given available power and data download rate, or alternatively compute the required power given acceptable SNR and
data download rate.

•

It is currently difficult to de-bug MATLAB code and STK
scenarios after they have been wrapped into the PHX ModelCenter model, which can be time-consuming and frustrating.

•

Future Work
Beyond the models, simulations, and analyses demonstrated
in this paper, there are several additional ways to extend
this work to more sophisticated analyses that can aid in both
vehicle and mission operation design. Extensions include:

We also encountered several challenges, listed below:
• Appropriate licenses are required for all simulation tools,
which can be challenging, and required vendor support.

•

Setting up the simulation environment requires several
steps, including creating wrapper files, wrapping models,
saving, and re-opening models in PHX ModelCenter and

•

The execution of parametric models to compute different
performance parameters, using state machine and activity
diagram simulations.

•
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Wrapping STK models as parametric constraints and exe-
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